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MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY

Instructor Peter take first stab

A quiet start to the day - it must have been because I was the first to arrive. Derry arrived to do the
towing bit and then Tony Prentice, Roy Whitby and Neville Swan were close behind. We had a trial flight
booked for 1130 so we set up on 26 although all the indications said it would probably change and launched at
1150. Not much happening in the air so it was only an 18 minute flight but the customer enjoyed the
experience. The power aircraft in the circuit were complaining about the tail wind on 26 so we launched Tony
Prentice in VF and then decamped to the other end. Another trial flight in much the same conditions but then
Joanna Olszewski, our new tow pilot, took her first glider training flight and conditions were definitely
developing as we managed 28 minutes even though we were doing upper air exercises. As befits a commercial
pilot, Jo raced through most of the exercises and her only problem is remembering to connect her feet to her
hands and finding enough ballast to keep us legal. Graham Lake took IV for an airing and scored the longest
flight of the day at just under two hours - I am sure he would claim it was due to superior skill but we all
know it was pure luck. Kishan Bhashyam arrived to try out his brand new QGP and Passenger Rating by taking
his Dad for a flight before both parents return to India this week. Two more good instructional flights, one
of 53 minutes and the other 36 minutes which gave us lots of time to practise thermalling and other upper air
exercises. Alex Hood flies B777 and they obviously do not use any rudder when turning so he also has to
retrain his brain – it is not easy to break long established power pilot habit patterns. A very pleasant day with
eight flights and a quiet chat around the caravan to finish off.
SUNDAY Instructor Ivor Woodfield does the honors
With reports predicting the potential for some reasonable flying during the middle of the day, and the
possibility of military flying cutting short our day, I set off early to open up. On collecting the radio and
briefing I learned that there would be an incoming flight around 0930 and another close to 1800, but the ILS
work had been postponed for a few days. Opening up it was clear the day would be warm and already lines of
small clouds could be seen forming. However, it was a while before people started arriving, first towie Craig
and duty pilot Karl Bridges, and then one by one enough that we got planes out, made ready and headed off to
set up on 08.
First in line were John Issott, a friend of Jonathan Pote, and his friend Bruce. Both had flown microlights
although it was Bruce's first time in a glider. Bruce and I released not far below cloudbase at 2500' and with
Bruce initially driving a camera, set about exploring the sky. It was clear that things were starting to develop
and the cloudbase was rising, so not only did pictures get taken but Bruce also got a little time experiencing
the difference in feel with handling a glider, which he really enjoyed. Already a queue was forming for GMW
so we returned after 30 mins to give John a turn. John had done a fair bit of gliding "a while ago" and was
keen to discover how much he would remember. Another great flight followed, with John managing to
demonstrate some good handling skills. As we landed, Tony Prentice launched in VF for the first flight of a

single for the day, and with little demand for VF, was to go on and get a flight of over 2 hours. Following Tony
into the sky was Steve in GKP. By now it was clear that there was some good lift about so G153 was opened up,
giving us access to that extra 1000', and with that Steve soon left the area to head north for the afternoon.
Next up was Alison, an enthusiastic trial-flighter who was keen to learn all she could about gliding. We
released at 2500' and straight away could tell that the sky was changing. For quite a while we encountered no
lift at all, and while Alison was amazed by the whole experience, I was not sure we would be aloft for long.
Fortunately on making a final turn from below 1500' we ran into some lift, and managed to claw our way back
up, meaning that Alison was also able to try some 'hands-on' flying as well as some higher speed flying when
we finally had to come back down. Yet another person intending to return for some more gliding action
The sky had indeed changed however, and for the rest of the afternoon pilots had to work hard to stay
airborne. Rudolf had a couple of flights, the second in VF ending in a good demonstration of a short simulated
paddock landing across the end of the strip to move yet closer to completing his QGP tasks, and Graham was
up again in IV following a good flight on Saturday. The final trial flight of the day was with Rahul, who had
turned up earlier in the day and spent time getting to know everyone. He was very interested in the sport and
had plenty of good questions for me to answer throughout the flight. He also showed good aptitude on the
controls and was keen to try out some basic manoeuvres.
Next up was new towie Jo who showed herself to be a good student. Despite the total lack of lift and it being
only her second or third glider flight, she managed to demonstrate good improvement in basic turns and level
flight, as well as circuit planning. Then the final flight of the day was a low level circuit and hanger landing well
demonstrated by Karl, who was keen to see what he remembered after quite an absence from gliding. By the
time we landed Steve had called in to say he had fallen victim to the failing lift, and had landed out up along
the Kaipara harbour beyond Helensville trying to return from a good northern run, and Peter Thorpe and Roy
Whitby had already left on what was to be a 3 hour retrieve.
Overall a good days flying, with a total of 11 flights. The day ended with some great cold beer provided by
Craig, poured from a large and impressive bottle, and we were all locked up and heading home by 1800.
STEVE FOREMAN GOT SOME GOOD FLYING IN THE WEEKEND
After flying out of Drury for the comps Doug Henry
invited me back down there to fly socially
It was looking a pretty good day and I picked up KP
from WP at 9.40, I was in the air at 12.10 at Drury.
Doug wanted to attempt a 500km which would have
been from Drury to Pio Pio to Galatea air strip and

back home. It turned out not to be such a to
complete a 500km
We got to Hampton downs and was blue heading
south so decided to go join the rest of the Auckland
club over west

One glider landed out I
think about 8 of us were
out and about
My flight took me Drury Hampton Downs- Tahuna Waitoa - over the swamp
and close to Miranda then
back home 176km 3hours
19 minutes
Now Sunday I wasn’t going
to fly but looking out the
window at the clouds I
couldn’t stay away
It looked a great day to
head north got out to the
club and rigged and was
away at 1pm yes 2 hours
to late but…..
It really was no trouble to stay at 3500ft at
cloud base and hitting 5000ft at Dargaville
There is pretty good landing spot up the inside
of the harbour from Kaukapakapa then only a
short dash to Springhill for 50ker’s
Its such beautiful scenery being able to see
both coasts

I got to Dargaville at 3.05pm I believe I could
have got to that magic place Kiakohe and back
to Dargaville but being late I the day decided
to return . I had decided I would turn at 3pm
I turned at 3.15pm on the way back just
around Dargaville.
I let Roy Know I was on my way back and he
replied with, ‘Please make it back’ at that
very point it all when soft.
Just north of Atiu creek park I realised I
didn’t think I was going to make it I was
hoping to at least get to Springhill or Kiapara
airfields I was down to 1500ft, my glide
computer showed I could make Springhill with
300ft with hills in the way I chose not to try and landed out in a nice paddock with a bumpy ride on the landing
roll.
I did actually see a landing strip as I was on base it looked great but didn’t want change so late (later talking
to the farmer he asked why I didn’t land on the strip and told him I felt the paddock was a safer option, he
said yes as he has a fence across the middle of it. Just over 200km flight
I don’t have a picture of the landout I am sure one will turn up.....it certainly did.

Then it was a wait while the retrieve crew came and was surprised and happy to see Roy and Peter T
Thanks Guys much appreciated.

Peter Thorpe and Roy Whitby went on
the retrieve: On Sunday afternoon
I called in to the field to retrieve a
battery charger and while chatting (as
one does) a call came in from Hawkeye
to say he had landed out near
Mangakura. That turned out to be 70
odd km away on the Kaipara Coast
Highway so Roy and I volunteered to
be retrieve crew and set off. The
GPS on my phone did a good job and
about an hour later we found Hawkeye
standing in the middle of the road to
make sure we did not drive past.
Down some lovely wide farm roads but
they were pretty rough, however,
nothing compared with the paddock he
had landed in. It
looked nice and flat
but the ground had
been pugged up by
cows during winter
and was now rock
hard and so rough
we had to heave the
glider from pot hole
to pot hole to line
up with the trailer.
Hope KP’s new
undercarriage
withstood the
battering. With
such a skilled team
we were soon back
on the road home
and had the trailer
safely back at WP
by 1930hrs.

WE ARE GOING TO DRURY
The weekend on 21/22 March is scheduled for the Annual JUMPSTART parachute event at Whenuapai. We
will not be allowed to fly while that is on, (all day). We have decided to go somewhere else. The kind folks at
Drury have invited us down, so that's where we are going. Deploy Saturday morning of the 21st with an
aerotow down in MW and trailer the rest. We will, of course, need a bunch of volunteers to tow trailers down
and back (3) Volunteers to Graham please.
Drury offers good opportunities for cross country or just local flying.....and they have a winch.

MATAMATA SOARING CENTRE TASK WEEKEND(S)
This weekend is the first of 2 MSC task weekends. These days will be run much like a contest day, but in a
more relaxed style suitable for anyone. We'll set an easy task and an advanced task. Scoring will be by the
online contest. It's a great opportunity for those who haven't tried tasks before to give it a go.
The dates:
•
•
•
•

Sat 7th March (This coming Saturday)
Sun 8th March
Sat 21st March
Sun 22nd March

The plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Before 10am - Gliders rigged
10am - Briefing & Task
10am-11am - Gridding
11am-6pm - Flying!
6:30pm - BBQ (Saturdays only)

There is a chance the weather won't be good for Saturday. Notifications will be made on the Piako Gliding
Club's calendar on the homepage Friday evening. If flying is cancelled on Saturday, we won't be having the
BBQ. For the BBQ, bring a salad, some meat, or anything else for the BBQ. The bar will be open of course at
the end of each day.
Accommodation can be sorted with Ralph Gore gore.family@xtra.co.nz
For anyone from any club interested in flying other gliders, please make a booking for a 'tow' on our booking
system so we have rough idea of numbers for each day. Don't worry about the time of the tow, make it 12pm.
You can cancel your booking if you decide not to come due to weather. Click "Book" beside the relevant day on
the calendar on the home page:
http://glidingmatamata.co.nz
See you out there, it will be fun!

DUTY ROSTER FOR Feb,Mar,Apr Final
Month

Date

Duty Pilot

Instructor

Tow Pilot

Notes

14

G PATTEN

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

15

R WHITBY

R BURNS

R CARSWELL

21

J FOOT

L PAGE

F MCKENZIE

22

N GRAVES

S WALLACE

P THORPE

28

K BHASHYAM

P THORPE

D BELCHER

1

K BRIDGES

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

7

S FOREMAN

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

8

D FOXCROFT

S WALLACE

A SUNDE

14

G HEALEY

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

15

B HOCKING

R CARSWELL

P THORPE

21

I O'KEEFE

L PAGE

D BELCHER

Jumpstart

22

T O'ROURKE

P THORPE

C ROOK

Jumpstart Alt Day

28

G LAKE

R BURNS

F MCKENZIE

29

R STRUYCK

S WALLACE

A SUNDE

3

K PILLAI

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

Apr

4

J POTE

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

Easter

5

T PRENTICE

L PAGE

P THORPE

6

R STRUYCK

P THORPE

C ROOK

11

R WHITBY

R BURNS

J WAGNER

12

J FOOT

S WALLACE

F MCKENZIE

18

N GRAVES

I WOODFIELD

A SUNDE

19

K BHASHYAM

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

25

K BRIDGES

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

26

S FOREMAN

R BURNS

P THORPE

27

D FOXCROFT

P THORPE

C ROOK

Feb

Mar

ANZAC
W/E

